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Your message burns in my heart and bones, and I cannot keep silent. (Jeremiah 20:9)
The testimony of JESUS is the spirit of the prophecy. (Revelation 19:10c)
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Kingdom of God: Reign of the Heavens
Quite a few years back, I wrote a three-volume series (book) titled Reign of the Heavens. It
was quite extensive, consisting of 57 chapters, printed in a small font. Needless to say, it
was quite an undertaking and a challenge to read. It was posted online for a number of
years until I realized my eschatological views of the Kingdom of God were gradually
changing―I prefer to think of these changes as part of maturing and growing into the
kingdom. It would have been a major undertaking to edit the entire document, so I figured
it was better to move on to shorter articles. A few sites posted it and to this day there are
some remnants of it still out there.
Before launching into the main subject, which is the Reign of the Heavens, there is a
thinking that I believe needs to be overcome in seeing the true nature of the Kingdom of
God. The thinking is this: the pattern for (or: type of) the Kingdom of God is found in the
kingdoms of the world with their kings, territories, laws, and subjects, especially as seen
through God’s dealings with ancient Israel and their dealings with surrounding kingdomnations. Consequently, God’s kingdom is patterned after earthly kings on thrones,
territories, laws, and subjects. However, using Jesus’ own words, the problem with this is
that God’s kingdom is of an entirely different nature and source. Mitchell’s amplified
renderings of Jesus’ words make the point, meaning we must look elsewhere to see God’s
kingdom.
Jesus decidedly replied, “My kingdom (the realm of My reign) is not (does not exist
being) from out of this system (world of organized government, culture, economics
or religion) as its source or origin. If My kingdom was being from out of this system
(world), as a source or origin, My subordinates (deputies; those under My orders)
would have been progressively contending, struggling and fighting, to the end that I
could (or: would) not be given over to the Jews. But now (= as a matter of fact, or, as
it is) My kingdom is not (does not exist being) from that source (from within this place;
thence or hence).” (John 18:36 JM-NT)
I submit that all the kingdoms presented in scripture are sourced from the earthly realm,
not the heavenly, even ancient Israel’s kingdom, even though it was instituted by Yahweh.
The failures of every earthly kingdom can be traced to what is called the carnal flesh (or:
rebellious, sinful nature). All the kingdoms of men (or: in modern terms, all the nations)
have been sourced in earthly flesh and are designed to wield power and control, not only
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to satisfy the flesh but also to rule over it. These do not accurately reflect the true nature
of God’s kingdom where carnal flesh has no part (excluded entirely from it), and there are
no more tensions between man’s striving for power and control, often driven by greed,
(kingdoms by many names) and the Kingdom of God. Failing to understand this has led
those claiming to be building the kingdom to be doing so based on faulty-perceived
patterns and not reality. They view God’s kingdom through an earthly lens that sees carnal
flesh ruling and not through the heavenly lens that sees the spirit that eliminates all carnal
flesh from doing so. If these same ones realized the true reality of the kingdom, they would
realize it must come upon them in order to be workers of the kingdom by abiding in its
king―Jesus―bearing fruit through His life. Jesus is a life-giving spirit; consequently, His
kingdom must be seen and known and lived by this very same spirit. It is not sourced out
of the world system of organized government, culture, economics, or religion. Simply put,
just as Jesus is the Pattern Son so is He the Pattern Kingdom or Reign of God. God’s
kingdom is progressively driving toward the fulfillment of this pattern.
I’ll be so bold as to say God’s ultimate1 kingdom is not about thrones, per se (all in His
kingdom reign with God’s Son), nor is it about territories (it has no bounds or unconquered
frontiers), nor does it have subjects (it is a family of sons and daughters), nor does it have
some pyramidal, authoritarian hierarchy wielding power over lower levels (it is based on
the organic life of the body of Christ2), nor does it have a formal set of written laws (the
laws are written on hearts and in minds). It is time for our current thinking about the
Kingdom of God to be changed (to be repented of)!
Now, moving on to the main point. Most people probably are not very familiar with the
expression Reign of the Heavens, which is unfortunate, for it offers what I believe to be an
element of truth that can be lost in the exclusive use of the word kingdom in place of reign.
Over the years, even I have emphasized the word kingdom over the word reign. Either
word is fine since the Hebrew and Greek words most often translated as kingdom convey
the idea of royal power, dominion, sovereignty, or reign. Perhaps it is time to reintroduce
the reign, which is what the following is about.

1 Today, the Kingdom of God is in tension with the kingdom of this world, even though it is under His reign.

The word ultimate is used to refer to the kingdom in its perfect or utopian state when God is truly all in all
in every sense.
2 This is not to infer that the church and the kingdom are one and the same, for they are not. The church
is part of the kingdom, making the kingdom greater than the church. However, when the ekklesia that
Jesus is building is fully matured in love, it will be fully immersed in His kingdom as His spiritual body. His
body that has been in the making for millennia is a prototype of how God’s kingdom will manifest to the
nations in the ages to come. A day is coming when the body of Christ and His kingdom manifest to all as
one.
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Although the word kingdom is scripturally legitimate, if you think about it, the word by
itself is open to interpretation of what it looks like and how it operates. It is simply a static
noun that requires a definition to understand. However, reign, which is also scripturally
legitimate, is both a noun and a verb, with the verb tense explaining the noun itself. In
other words, action is built into the expression Reign of the Heavens. It means “to exercise
or possess sovereign power”. As we will see, it means that the exercise of absolute power
comes from heaven.
The Gospel of Matthew, which is about the King and the Kingdom, uniquely uses the phrase
the Kingdom of the Heavens or the Kingdom of Heaven. A majority of the mainline
translations use the latter phrase with heaven in the singular. For the purpose of this
discussion, the psalmist offers strong support for the plural form: The heavens are
Yahweh’s heavens [alt KJV rendering: the heaven, even the heavens), Yet He has given the
earth to the sons of humanity (Psalm 115:16 CLV). Simply put―everything outside of
man’s earthly dominion is referred to as the heavens3, and these belong to the Creator.
However, as shown below, man’s dominion is not independent or outside of Yahweh’s
dominion or reign.
There are at least three translations of Matthew that use the phrase the Reign of the
Heavens―Young’s Literal Translation (YLT), The Scripture 2009 (TS2009), and Mitchell’s
The New Testament (JM-NT)―each about thirty-two times. (Source: e-Sword.)
The first appearance of this rendering appears in Matthew 3:2: Reform, for come nigh hath
the reign of the heavens (YLT). To remove the awkwardness of the old English, this could
be rephrased as: Repent, for the Reign of the Heavens is at hand. Mitchell provides
expanded, amplified, and multiple renderings of the same verse.
“You folks be continuously and progressively changing your thinking – change your
perceptions, frame of mind, mode of thought and understanding, and turn back
[toward God], because the reign of the heavens (the expression and effect of
kingdom rulership which has its source in the heavens; the kingdom which exists being
the heavens; the reign [of the King] which pertains to the heavens; the kingdom
which belongs to the heavens) has approached and is now near at hand (= close
enough to touch)!" (Matthew 3:2 JM-NT [bold added])
As an aside, note that Mitchell does not use the word repent; rather, he uses expressions
that explain it according to its meaning in the Greek. This is refreshing, for it removes all
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Explaining the distinction between heaven and the heavens is left to others who have done in-depth
studies. Scripture does not clearly define the heavens, except by inference of its contextual use. However,
Paul saw three heavens without offering any explanation.
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the “religious” connotations of repentance, making it very real and practical.4 With many
outrageous and dangerous ideologies having gotten a foothold in our civilization due to
rejection of God and His Son, resulting in a loss of logical and rational thinking, people need
to be exhorted to change their thinking, to change course.
Back to the word reign. It implies action, namely ruling, and the heavens define the origin
of the ruling. Scripture makes it clear that the heavens rule and this rule is directed to the
affairs of man on earth. Nebuchadnezzar learned this lesson the hard way. Makes one
wonder how many world leaders today are going to learn the same lesson the hard way.
Since I said that the stump and the tree’s roots were to be left, your kingdom will be
restored to you as soon as you realize that the heavens do rule [or: heavens rules; the
heavens are ruling; heaven rules over everything; heaven is sovereign] (Daniel 4:26)
“Is not this great Babylon, which I have built by my mighty power as a royal residence
and for the glory of my majesty?” While the words were still in the king’s mouth, there
fell a voice from heaven, “O King Nebuchadnezzar, to you it is spoken: The kingdom
has departed from you, and you shall be driven from among men, and your dwelling
shall be with the beasts of the field. And you shall be made to eat grass like an ox,
and seven periods of time shall pass over you, until you know that the Most High
rules [is in control of] the kingdom of men [earthly kingdoms] and gives it to whom
he will.” (Daniel 4:30-32)
These verses are important, for they refute the beliefs of some that the reign of God has
been in a temporary suspension since the first century, or that God is an absent landlord
that is not concerned about what is happening on earth. Just a surface read of scripture
proves that such thinking is absurd. It is safe to state that scripture is saturated with heaven
coming to earth, breaking into man’s affairs over and over again until heaven comes to
earth in the city of God, New Jerusalem. From the beginning (Genesis) to the end
(Revelation), God is actively engaged in His creation. He raises up nations and takes them
down; He raises up rulers and removes them; He even breaks into the ages in obvious ways
to bring about His ultimate purpose of the ages.
The Reign of the Heavens is God as Creator in action within His creation. From our earthly
perspective, it is all about God’s will being done on earth as it is done in the heavens. It
cannot be stressed enough that God’s will and His reign are one and the same. When we
do His will, His reign comes upon us. When His reign comes upon us, we do His will or we
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Today, the word sin is much like the word repent; both are often presented as “religious”, institutional
terms that make them hard to explain to the person on the street. In Kingdom of God: Creator’s Right to
Love, sin is explained in a very practical way, making it easy to understand.
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experience it (or: both). Jesus makes it abundantly clear that the will of His Father is critical
to coming into the Reign of the Heavens.
“Not everyone who is saying to me, ‘Lord, lord,’ shall come into the reign of the
heavens; but he who is doing the will of my Father who is in the heavens.” (Matthew
7:21 YLT)
I have stressed this verse often in other insights; however, as important as it is, I believe it
had a specific meaning in the first century as Jesus spoke to a generation that was rejecting
Him as Messiah. The people called Him Lord for all the things He did while rejecting Him as
the Messiah of Israel. By rejecting Him as such, they were not doing the Father’s will; they
were in defiance of it. Ultimately, that generation, failing to bear the fruit of the kingdom,
lost their place in it and were cast into outer darkness.
Not much has changed in our day. The global leaders seeking for a new world order reject
God and His Son as they take their stand in the temple of God, setting themselves up as
gods over the rest of mankind. Outer darkness awaits them, as well.
O, but there is so much more to the will of God than being obedient to doing or not doing
certain things; the common way most think about God’s will. Our Lord Jesus is the ultimate
will of God! To use a common expression: all the roads into the reign of God’s will lead to
one source, one truth, one life, and one love―His beloved Son. Stated another way: God’s
will is discovered in His Son. This is why it is so critical that we be conformed to His image.
Being a full expression of the life of the Pattern Son is the Father’s ultimate will and the full
manifestation of the Reign of the Heavens.
We must never lose sight of the fact that today the Father’s engagement with the world is
through His Son, in whom all things are created, including the ages. When God’s Son, our
Lord Jesus, came to earth in the first century, He came as the perfect embodiment of the
reign of God, manifesting this fact through many signs, wonders, and miracles, including
His command over creation itself.
Everything He did and said came directly from His Father who is the ultimate ruler of the
entire creation. Even Jesus said the Father is greater than He. God is King, and He rules
from His realm called heaven! However, He rules through His Son who is in perfect union
with Him as Father―they are one. The Father has installed His Son as king of His kingdom.
But as for Me, I have installed my King upon Zion, my holy mountain (i.e., kingdom).
… You are My Son … (Psalm 2:6, 7).
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Today, the one seated at the right hand of God is the divine person of Son, meaning that
kingship is about sonship. The man in glory with a fully spirit-animated body who was given
the name of His Father (Yahweh-Yeshua5), is the Son of God, the Son of Man, and the king
of God’s kingdom. Lose sight of King Jesus and one will never fully understand the Reign of
the Heavens.
Why did the Father’s voice boom out of heaven: This is My Son, My Chosen One; listen to
Him! (Luke 9:35)? What was the transfiguration on the mountain all about? It had
everything to do with the reign of God. Eight days (signifying new beginning, new creation)
before the transfiguration, Jesus declared: I say to you, truly, there are certain of those here
standing, who shall not taste of death till they may see the reign of God (Luke 9:27 YLT).
Eight days later, the three disciples witnessed the glory of the one reigning as God’s king.
We could say that His kingship could not be contained at that moment on the mountain as
the reign of God overwhelmed the three disciples.
The message: the reign of God is not embodied in a thing, as if a concept to be grasped;
it is gloriously and fully embodied in God’s King, His Son―King Jesus.
Listen to Him! Abide in Him! Obey Him! Love Him!
My dear brethren, Jesus is the Reign of the Heavens!
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For more along this line, see: Proclaim the Name.
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